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Pixar’s Wall·E and the Hope for Humanity’s Future 

 
Pixar Studios’ Wall·E premiered in 2008 to near-universal critical acclaim and 

had wide reaching, cross-generational appeal.  The humor and exciting animation appeal 

to a younger audience, while rich thematic threads give older viewers pause and an 

opportunity for reflection.  One of the remarkable things about the film is that such 

reflection can lead to any number of conclusions, some of them contradictory.  But 

Wall·E proves to be a careful, perceptive examination of human nature.   Through the 

lens of human existence, centuries after it has rendered Earth uninhabitable and humans 

have fled for interstellar space, director Andrew Stanton and the team at Pixar make the 

case that the hope for humanity’s future lies in its natural inclination for technological 

progress and scientific advancement.  Throughout this examination of human nature, the 

filmmakers use the film to assert that such advancement and survival are only possible as 

a product of progressive thought that is open to experience and exploration.  Moreover, 

the filmmakers offer a stern warning against the rigid, traditional thinking that would be a 

barrier to progress. 

  To see the how the film presents these two opposing modes of thought – 

progressive versus traditional – one can first turn to the film’s protagonists, Wall·E and 

Eve.  A surface level examination of the two robots reveals a number of fundamental 

differences between them.  From a physical perspective, Wall·E is rusted and discolored; 

Eve is pearlescent and white.  Wall·E has sharp, rigid edges and a cube shaped body; Eve 

is rounded, smooth and egg-shaped.  Even the shapes of their respective LED lights 

follow this pattern, with Wall·E’s being rectangular and Eve’s round.  Wall·E’s purpose 

is to clean up the waste left on Earth by humans, compressing trash into rigid cubes and 
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organizing them neatly; Eve’s purpose is one of discovery, searching for plant life on a 

planet that has not been able to sustain it for centuries.  These physical and pseudo-

mental properties of the two robots are symbolic of the two opposing modes of thought.  

Wall·E’s shape, material and age call to mind rigidity and compression – thinking inside 

the box.  Eve’s shape, smooth material and age, on the other hand, call to mind 

smoothness and openness – thinking outside the box.  Their directives emphasize these 

definitions strongly.  Wall·E’s mission is a reactive one, focused on the past.  Eve’s 

mission is a proactive one, a search for a solution.  What is interesting, though, is that 

both Wall·E and Eve are fundamentally working toward the same goal, namely to repair 

humanity’s former mistakes, an initial signal of cooperation between opposing 

viewpoints. 

Wall·E and Eve also serve as dichotomous views into human nature.  Although 

they are robots, artificial intelligences, it is important to recognize that this artificial 

intelligence was programmed by humans.  Each robot’s personality is a reflection of 

humanity.  By using details that give the viewer a window into Wall·E and Eve’s 

respective personalities, Stanton and company strengthen the analogy to differing modes 

of thought.  Take, for example, the objects that Wall·E collects and saves during his time 

cleaning the planet.  Wall·E saves objects of little consequence and minimal 

technological achievement.  He plays with a ball and paddle toy, saves a rubber ducky, 

and files away a standard Zippo lighter.  He even tosses aside a brilliant diamond ring in 

favor of its dull, run-of-the-mill jewelry case.  He shows Eve an egg beater and bubble 

wrap in an effort to impress her.  Her advanced technology inadvertently destroys both as 

she spins the beaters and pops the bubbles too fast.  She illuminates a light bulb and 
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solves a Rubik’s cube, much to Wall·E’s amazement.  Here, Wall·E comes to represent a 

form of ignorance and Eve comes to represent intelligence.  But it is important to note 

that the tone both of the film and of the typical viewer’s reaction to Wall·E is not a 

negative one.  Instead, in many ways, one feels connected to him, particularly his sense 

of wonder at the unfamiliar.  And this sense of wonder is exhibited by Eve, as well.  Her 

gaze becomes transfixed at the flame of the Zippo and at the film playing on Wall·E’s 

television.  Her desire to understand the unknown is as strong as Wall·E’s.  This sense of 

wonder is not unique to either mode of thinking and it is in this way that Wall·E and Eve 

begin to represent humanity as a whole. 

Soon after their meeting on Earth and Eve’s discovery of the plant, she is 

retrieved and brought back to the Axiom, humanity’s refuge in the sky.  Not wanting to 

separate from Eve, Wall·E hitches a ride aboard the shuttle and makes a wonderful 

journey through space.  As Wall·E leaves the confines of Earth’s atmosphere, he passes 

familiar objects in our solar system.  A melodic, inspiring score backs the visual of his 

journey.  As he floats past Earth’s moon, and Wall·E sees evidence of humanity’s 

voyages there – both the site of the United States’ Apollo landing and a gigantic Buy-N-

Large billboard – the music turns especially melodic.  One cannot help but feel a sense of 

pride and accomplishment about the moon landing.  It is an achievement that bears the 

American flag, but it is a truly human achievement, a symbol of mankind’s quest to 

explore the universe and discover its origins.  Later, passing a Jovian planet and its 

magnificent rings, Wall·E extends his metallic hand in wonder, pulling the ring’s 

particles and prompting them into a mesmerizing swirl as the planet’s gravity pulls them 

back into alignment.  Looking further into the cosmos on his journey to the Axiom, he 
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sees a distant galaxy and exclaims aloud.  Again, Wall·E represents humanity’s shared 

sense of curiosity and desire to understand the unknown and the origins of existence.  In 

fact, such images of the universe bookend the film.  The opening credits show planets, 

galaxies and gaseous nebulae, while the film’s final image is of a distant star. 

Once aboard the Axiom, Wall·E finds that humanity and existence in interstellar 

space are much different than they once were on Earth.  Humans are uniformly 

overweight and sedentary, lounging in hover chairs, consuming both food and spoon-fed 

media, which is delivered on massive personal displays.  One may read the depiction of 

humanity’s future aboard the Axiom as a damning portrayal of mindless consumption and 

obsession with technology.  While that reading is certainly appropriate, what is being 

damned more subtly is a type of thinking, or perhaps more accurately, a type of non-

thinking.  The passengers of the Axiom have settled for a uniform existence devoid of 

any change, any advancement.  They have accepted (or been trained to accept) the status 

quo.  It is as if they lost sight of the bigger picture as soon as they left Earth for 

interstellar space.  And rather than continue to colonize the universe using the advanced 

technology they have already developed – either on another planet or moon or asteroid – 

they instead float aimlessly with neither a destination nor a purpose. 

It is not until humans aboard the Axiom are physically knocked out of their 

protective chairs and have their screens powered down that they begin to think differently 

and open themselves to other possibilities.  It is at this time, too, that they regain their 

sense of wonder and curiosity.  The man and woman who are brought together by their 

interactions with Wall·E and Eve express joy at things as ordinary as a swimming pool, 

something that has become foreign and strange to their everyday way of life.  The take 
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away is that despite spending their lives trapped in the bubble of non-thinking and 

inaction one sees on the Axiom, they are still human and still have the same desires and 

natural instincts as the ancestors who facilitated the colonization of space.  So one is not 

surprised when these humans actively aid Wall·E, Eve and the Axiom’s captain in 

returning to Earth, a quest that is hindered by the actions of other robots programmed 

more strictly and more rigidly than the two protagonists.  Here again, one sees a division 

between rigid thinking and a mode of thinking that is more open to experience.  And 

although these adversarial robots are not “won over” or converted as the humans are, the 

theme of cooperation and working together is not undermined.  These robots simply 

represent the fact that in every quest for technological and scientific advancement 

throughout human history there has been opposition.  But ultimately, progressive, 

forward thinking and cooperation have driven humanity forward.  

So, too, humanity is driven forward in Wall·E.  Eve, the rounded robot of 

discovery, finds evidence of restored plant-life on Earth, leading the way for humanity’s 

return to the planet they destroyed centuries before.  Her search is a success.  And at the 

film’s end, humanity is no longer stuck in a bubble of non-thinking.  Instead, they have 

been converted – suddenly open to a new, unfamiliar experience very much unlike the 

monotony of life on the Axiom.  The film’s conclusion is not only a victory for 

progressive thought, but it is also a final signal from Stanton and the rest of the team at 

Pixar that such thought is consistent with human nature – namely, humanity’s inherent 

inclination for wonder and its desire to seek the unknown. 

In making the most of the opportunity to reflect on Wall·E and its rich thematic 

elements, one cannot help but conclude that the filmmakers may have been ahead of their 
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time. In the years since the film’s release in 2008, the political zeitgeist in the United 

States has taken a more combative tone.  Progressive thought has received a great deal of 

forceful pushback from more traditional, even archaic modes of thinking.  Not only have 

the clear-cut effects of global warming, such as those dramatically depicted in Wall·E, 

been denied or marginalized by a portion of the population, but indeed, basic scientific 

truths and laws of the universe have been attacked, as well.  This thinking has actually 

influenced public policy and education in many parts of the country.  The film’s warning 

against rigid, limited thinking could not be more apt today, six years later. However, what 

the film demonstrates, particularly during its denouement and optimistic conclusion, is 

that only through cooperation and joint effort can humanity overcome the inevitabilities 

of its future existence.  By bridging the gap between the two modes of thinking, humanity 

can work together to achieve solutions both to climate problems and to stagnant scientific 

advancement.  Only then can it hope to survive and prosper, particularly on planet Earth, 

for the next six centuries.  




